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Optimal Synthesis of a Wrist-Type 6 Degree-of-Freedom Force/
Torque Sensor Using Stewart Platform Structure

Whee-Kuk Kim*, Kum-Kang HUh*, Byung-Ju Yi** and Whang Cho***
(Received March 23, 1995)

The FIT sensor investigated in this study utilizes the Stewart Platform Mechanism Structure.

Normally-employed 6-prismatic joints are replaced by 6-prismatic bars, which are extensible and

compressible only along the axial direction of the bars. The complete analyses for the design of

this kind of FIT sensor are conducted: the position analysis, the first-order and second-order

kinematic analyses, and the force-deformation analysis based on the first-order kinematic

characteristics of the system. Lastly, a dimensional synthesis for the FIT sensor is performed

based on the kinematic isotropic index.
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1. Introduction

Most of current wrist-type FIT sensors are

designed to have various shaped structures of

elastic members, on which more than six strain

gauges are attached to measure six independent

forces. For example, a Scheinman FIT sensor

utilizes deformation of elastic members, where

each of two rectangular shaped elastic bars cross

perpendicularly each other (called Maltese Cross

Webbing)(Shimano and Roth, 1978). SRI FIT
sensors are made of a tube-shaped aluminum and

also properly cut to have eight narrow neck

shaped elastic beams to minimize cross coupling

effects. (Kak and Albus, 1985) Yabuki made a FI
T sensor using eight parallel leaf springs, each of

which is designed to have a deformation par

ticularly along one direction. (Yabuki, 1990)

Yoshikawa and Miyazaki (1989) designed a FIT
sensor using parallel plate structure. Each of three

plates are combined mutually perpendicular

each other to reduce cross coupling effects. Cur-
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rently, most of commercialized wrist-type FIT
sensors belong to this kind of FIT sensors (i.e.,

Lord FIT sensor, JR3 FIT sensor, etc.).

Several performance criteria of FIT sensors are

suggested; Nakamura proposed three criteria such

as strain gauge sentivity, force sensitivity, and

minimum stiffness, (Nakamura, et at.) and

Uchiyama et. al. (1991), used the condition num

ber of the strain compliance matrix. Recently,

Svinin and Uchiyama (1994) presented a general

ized model and its systematic analysis of force

sensors with parallel connection of elastic ele

ments at the design stage. They found partial

solutions of the optimization problem for the

regular-polyhedron-form-based sensors.

Recently, a 6-degree-of-freedom FIT sensor

using Stewart Platform Structure shown in Fig. I

is appeared in literature (Negen, et aI, 1992; Ma

and Angeles, 1992; Reboulet and Pigeyre, 1992).

This FIT sensor places linear springs with known

spring constant inside the prismatic joints and is

equipped with six LVDTs (linear voltage differ

ential transformer) to measure displacements of

each of six prismatic joints. Therefore, the applied

force to the sensor can be computed directly using

the displacements of springs. Note that in this
type of FIT sensors, each prismatic joint only

experiences force along the axial direction. It is
expected that this type of FIT sensors might have
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an excellent performance as an FIT sensor.
In this study. we focus on the complete

kinematic analyses. and optimal systhesis of FIT
sensors using Stewart Platform structure
(Uchiyama et al. 1991; Nguyen et ai, 1992). which

are related to computing external forces applied

to the upper plate and investigating chracteristics
as a FiT sensor, are described.

2. Kinematic Analysis of FIT Sensor
using Stewart Platform Structure

Assume that all of prismatic joints of Stewart
Platform mechanism are replaced by prismatic

bars each of which is restricted to be deformable

only along the axial direction of bars. and other
components such as an upper plate and a lower
(or base) plate are rigid. When external forces are

applied to the upper plate, force felt at each
prismatic bar can be computed directly using

kinematic relations of this mechanism. In this
section, geometric description, position analysis,

first-order and second-order kinematic analyses of
this mechanism are briefly described.

2.1 Description of a FIT Sensor
FIT sensor mechanism consists of an upper

plate, a base plate, and six prismatic bars connect
ing an upper plate to a base plate as shown in

Fig. I. First, define (Xb, Yb. Zb) as the base frame
which is fixed to the base plate and has the origin
at the center of the plate. Let R i be the position
vector from the origin of the base frame to the

intersection point on a base plate with one of six
prismatic bars, where a 2-dof universal joint is

placed. Likewise, define (XI. YI, ZI) as the upper
plate frame which is fixed in the upper plate and
has the origin at the center of the plate. Let r(T)

be the local position vector, represented in an

upper plate frame. from the origin of the upper
plate frame to the intersection point on an upper
plate, where a 3-dof ball & socket joint is placed.

Let l = (Ii 12 .. ·16)T represent the deformational
linear displacement of prismatic bars. Let R t =

(Rtx R tY RtzV be the absolute position vector,
represented in a base frame, from the origin of the

base frame to the origin of the upper plate frame.

a) Top plate

b) Base plate

c) Total system

Fig. 1 Stewart Platform System
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(I)

where

When R, and [~R] are given, I, can be found

directly from

(16)

(15)

I,=R, + r,- R,

2.2.2 Forward position analysis
When I, for i= I, 2, ... 6 are given, R, and [~R]

can be found by solving the following six simulta
neous equations, numerically (for example, using

Newton Rhapson's method (Nguyen et aI.,

1992»:

1,=rr:T.
=.j(Rt+r,-R,) • (R,+r,-R,). (17)

2.2.1. Reverse position analysis
Eq. (14) can be rearranged in terms of Ii as

1,= (R, - R,+ [M]r/T»)

• (Rt-R,+[~R]r/T» -11
=0 for i= 1,2, ···,6 (18)

represents the absolute pOSitIOn vector of r/T)

expressed in the base frame and I, represents the

position vector from the intersection point on the
base frame to the intersection point on the upper

plate along axial direction of the ith prismatic

bar.

2.3. First-order kinematic model
Let the angular and translational velocity

vector of the upper plate be represented, re
spectively, as

w=[wx Wy wzV, (19)

Rt=[R,x R,y RtzV. (20)

Squaring Eg. (17) and differentiating the results
with respect to time yields

I, i ,=R, . (R t + r,- R,) + r,
• (R, + r,- R,) - R,
• (R, + r,- R,) (21)

Noting that R, is constant, and that

And let [~R] be the transformation matrix from
the base frame to the upper plate frame. Transfor

mation matrix which represents the orientation of
the upper frame is represented by three Roll

Pitch-Yaw angles. That is,

[~R]=Rot(z, a) Rot(y, f3)

Rot (x, /)

R 1 = (Rcosjj Rsinjj 0) T (2)

R2=(Rcos(IZ0-f.1) Rsin(lZO-jj) O)T (3)

R3=(Rcos(lZO+jj) Rsin(lZO+jj) O)T (4)

R.= (Rcos(Z40- jj) Rsin(240- jj) 0) T (5)

R5=(Rcos(Z40+jj) Rsin(240+jj) O)T (6)

R6=(Rcos(-jj) Rsin(-jj) O)T, (7)

and local position vectors from the origin of the
upper frame to each of six intersection points on

the upper plate in upper plate frame can be
expressed as

rl(T)= (rcos(60- jj) rsin(60- jj) 0) T (8)

rPl=(rcos(60+f.1) rsin(60+jj) O)T (9)

rP)=(rcos(lSO-jj) rsin(lSO-jj) O)T (10)

rPl = (rcos (ISO + jj) rsin (ISO + jj) 0) T (I I)

rPl=(rcos(300-jj) rsin(300-jj) O)T (12)

r6(T) = (rcos(300+ jj) rsin(300+ jj) 0) T. (13)

Note that the mechanism maintains perfect sym

metric configuration when all output variables
are set to O.

To maintain symmetric configuration of the
mechanism, six intersection points on the base
plate lie on the circle of radius R and at ± jjO

from three reference angles (i.e., 0°, 120° and

240°), respectively, as shown in Fig. I. Likewise,
six intersection points on an upper plate lie on the

circle of radius r and at ± jjO from one of three
reference angles (i.e., 60°, 180° and 300°), re

spectively. Therefore, the absolute position
vectors from the origin of the base plate to each

intersection point on the base plate can be written

as

and

the second term of the right-hand side of Eg. (21)

can be rewritten as

2.2 Position analysis
In Fig. I, the position vector from the origin of

the base frame to the origin of the upper plate

frame can be written as

R,=Ri+l,-ri for i=l, 2"", 6 (14)

(22)

(23)
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ri' (R,+ri-RJ
=(wxrJ' (R,-RJ
=ri X (R,-R i ) • w· (24)

In the above equation, [,.= lJ I, represents unit
vectors along the axial direction of each prismatic
bar.

It can be further simplified in a matrix form as

Therefore, Eq. (21) can be expressed in terms of

velocity vectors of the upper plate as

lii,=(R,+ri-Ri) . R,
+r,X (R,-RJ . w

=ii·R,+(riXLJ·w. (25)

[L] i =[A] u (26)

2.4 Second-order kinematic model
Again, differentiating Eq. (25) with respect to

time yields

Ii {,=ii'R,+(riXi,) 'cii+ii'R,

+ :fr(riX lJ . w- i/

for i= 1,2, · .. ,6 (35)

where where

where

represents a Jacobian matrix or sometimes is
called as a first-order kinematic influence coef

ficient matrix. Note that the subscript and the

superscript of [Cy] represents the independent
variables (I) and the dependent variables (u),

respectively.
When [CY] is not singular, the inverse relation

of Eq. (3 I) is obtained as

(39)

(40)

(=[C~] ii+ uT[HL] u

where

ii'R,=R/R,-R/(r,Xw) (36)

d(J[(ri xi,) • w

=wT(r,XR,) +wT[Ui-rJr/
-[1]Ui-rJTri](t) (37)

and

Equation (39) represents the inverse acceleration
equation. Note that the subscript and the super

script of [H~u] represents the dependent variables
( u) and the independent variables (I), re

spectively. [H~u] represents an inverse second
order kinematic influence coefficient matrix and

is a 3-dimensional array consisting of six plane
matrices, and each plane can be obtained as

i /=R/ [,[/R,
+wT(rix [JT(ri X [i)W
+R/ [i (ri X [,) TW

+wT(riX[JTl,-R,. (38)

Therefore, these equations for each prismatic bar
altogether can be written in a matrix form as

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(32)

(34)

(33)

(riX ~I)T]
(n x i 2) T

(r6 x [6) T

i =[CY] u

i = ( i J i 2 i 3 i, i 5 i 6) T
u=[R, wY=[i j; z Wx Wy wzJ7
[L] = diag (II 12 I:J I, 15 16 )

I i/ (rl xii) T]

[Il] ll;' In ~ I,)'

l6 T (r6 x h) T

When [A] is not singular, the inverse relation for

Eq. (26) holds as

u=[CY] i (31)

where

[H~L]=l[[I] - [J/ - - T

Ii (r,X)-(r,Xl,)l, (l,-rJr/

From Eqs. (31) and (39), the acceleration of the
upper plate can be obtained as

ii=[C~]-I{ (- uT[H~u]u}

(- ri X) - t, (ri X tJ T ]

-[1] U;- rJ Tri - (ri x tJ T(riX [,)

=[Cy] (+ uTi -[CY] . [H~u]} u
=[Cy]{+ iT[cYF(-[CY]'

[H~u]) [CY] i.

(41)

(42)
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the joint deformation-to-external force relation

can be written as

(56)

(53)

(54)

(51)

(49)

([ G~] T) *= [S][ GW[K]

f*=([G~f)*SI

T=[K]SI

fx* fx
fx * fx

1

(fx) max

!
(fx) max

fy* fy
fy* fy (52)

(fy) max ( fy) max

fz fzfz*
(fz) max

fz* ( fz) max

f=[G~f[K]SI.

where

4. Geometric Characteristics of FIT
Sensor

where [K] is a diagonal stiffness matrix; that is,

[K]= =diag[Kb K2, K3 , K4 , Ks, K6].(50)

Using Eqs. (48) and (49), the relations between
the external forces applied to the center of the

upper plate and the deformations occurred at

prismatic bars can be found as

represents the normalized compliance matrix and
[S] represents diagonal scale matrix written as

[S] = diag[l/ fxmax, 1/fymax, 1/fzmax,
1/ fxmax' l!rym8X' 1/ fzmax] (55)

Kinematic characteristics can be examined by

investigating characteristics of the Jacobian
matrix in Eq. (31). Let the square of singular
values of normalized compliance matrix

[S][ G~f[K] be written as

obtained as

In this equation, it is assumed that maxi alii is
sufficiently small so that the effects from the

change of Jacobian matrix is sufficiently small.
This condition can be checked by investigating

the second-order kinematic influence coefficient

array ([Him obtained in Eq. (44).
The components of the external force vector are

normalized with respect to their nominal values.
For the normalized force vector, f* =

(fx*fy *fz * fx* fy* fz *) T, defined as

(43)

(46)

[HI~]=[GW(~[Gr]·[H~u])[Gr]. (44)

The generalized dot product operator ( • ) used in

the above equation is defined as follows; when A
and B is a p X q matrix and a 3 dimensional q X

(m X n) array, respectively, then the resulting
3-dimensional p X (m X n) C array can be found

as (Freeman and Tesar, 1988)

Noting that the forward acceleration equations

can be represented in the same form as in Eq.
(39), that is,

the forward second-order kinematic influence
coefficient array can be obtained as

Recall that six prismatic bars have sufficiently

high stiffnesses along the other directions except
along the axial direction. Now, axial stiffnesses of
six prismatic bars are given as K i (for i= 1,2, ...
6) and that actual deformations along axial direc
tion of each prismatic bar (OZ,) can be measured
via transducers such as strain gauge. The axial
forces felt along each prismatic bar (when an

external force is applied to the upper plate) can be

3. Force-Deformation Analysis

Lastly, it can be noted that [HH] is defined as

and that it is related to the gradient of

Jacobain([ Gm.

Let T=(!J, ...... , f6)T and Sl=(olt, "', Oh)T
represents the axial force vector and vi rtual axial
deformation vector along the prismatic bars, re

spectively. And let f= (fx fy fj fx fy fz) T and Su
= (ox oy OZ M3x 08y 08z) T represents the external
force/torque vector applied to the center of the
upper plate and the virtual displacement vector of
the upper plate, respectively. From principle of

virtual work, the following relation holds

TTS1=FSu. (47)

Substituing Eq. (31) into Eq. (47) yields

f=[G~FT. (48)
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Then using Eq. (54) and Rayleigh's principle, the
upper and lower limits of the ratio between the

output force vector and joint deformation vector
can be found as

(57)

This equation implies that when 118111 = I, the
magnitude of the force vector norm is greater than

I1mln but less than I1max .

One of the ideal characteristics of FIT sensors
is to have uniform output force-to-joint deforma
tion transmision characteristics. This characteris

tics can be represented by isotropic index which is
defined as

(58)

By definition the value of I1KI can not be greater

than I. As the value of I1KI gets close to I, it
represents uniform force transmission characteris

tics of the F/T sensor. When it gets close to 0, it
represents non-uniform transmission charateris
tics.

Rtx=O, Rty=O, (3=0, y=O. (59)

Further, assume that both a scale matrix ([5])
and a stiffness matrix ([K]) are identity matrices.
Physically, this implies that when all six prismatic
bars are made of the same materials and have the

same shapes, they must have the same length.
Therefore, a representing rotation angle about Zt

axis of the upper plate is set to 0°, noting that

with this angle all six prismatic bars maintain the
same length.

In these assumptions, design variables in optim

ization of F/T sensor are reduced down to three;

5. Optimal design of FIT Sensor 0.8

Contour plot of OKI ([ em for R u =O.5

To reduce the number of design parameters and

to maintain symmetric configuration of the F/T
sensor as possible, intersection points of the upper

and the base plate with each prismatic bar are
placed symmetrically. To make the two plates
face each other in parallel, four out of six output

variables of the upper plate are fixed as
Fig. 3

mulDegJ o 0 rlR

Fig. 2 Contour plot of OKl ([ em for R u =O.2 Fig. 4 Contour plot of OKl ([ em for Ru=O.8

rlR
o 0mulDogJ

08

06

rlRo 0mu[DegJ

o
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that is, one output variable of the upper plate

(R tz' the displacement along Zb axis) and two

geometric variables (r / Rand jJ.).

Figure 2, 3 and 4 represent 3-D plots of

isotropic index of [G~] for the fixed Rtz=0.2, 0.5,

0.8 with respect to two remaining variables (r / R
and jJ.), respectively. Searched ranges of jJ. and r /
R in these figures are within 0::;; jJ.::;; 300 and 0::;;
r / R::;; 2, respectively. Note that this range of jJ.

covers the whole possible cases and that the range

of r / R is retricted by considering difficulties in
its implementation. From these figures, it can be
observed that as R tz gets smaller, the slope of the
isotropic index with respect to the variations of

those two parameters around the optimal region
becomes steeper. On the contrary, as the value of

R tz increases, the optimal value of performance
index decreases more or less but its gradient
around the optimal configuration is shown to

become much smoother.
Figure 5 shows the integrated contour plot for

three design parameters. That is, constant contour
lines of isotropic index of 1/2 (from each contour

plots for the values of Rtz=O.I, 0.2, ''', I) are
integrated into one plot. From Figs. 2, 3 and 4, it
can be expected that optimal value of R tz lies

close to O.
Table 1 shows summary of optimization results

when isotropic index (O'KI) of normalized matrix

0.8

0.8

11
0.4

0.2

0.8
0 0.8
0

10 15 1.220 25 1.430
rlR

mufdog)

Fig. 5 Integrated contour plot of O'KI([Gm = 1/2
with respect to R tz.

[S][GW[K] as in Eq. (58) is selected as a perfor
mance index. From this table, it can be confirmed

that the optimal value for R tz is less than Rtz=O.

01 and that optimal value of performance index is

0.7. However, it should be noted that some of

results are not practical, since R tz is too small to
realize as mentioned previously and around these
optimal configurations, the gradient of perfor

mance index are very steep.
Up to now, optimal design are investigated,

especially, for the case that the nominal force-to
torque ratio at the center of the upper plate is

assumed to be I : 1. When nominal output force-

Table 1 Summary of optimization results with respect to r/ R, jJ., R tz when a=O°

Rtj 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

rlR 1.000 0.995 0.981 0.964 0.942 0.916 0.945 0.956 0.906 1.025 1.000 0.889 0.814 0.743 0.670 0.677

jJ.[deg] 29.71 27.13 24.24 21. 03 18.13 15.42 10.55 7.31 6.16 1. 30 0.00 0.30 0.11 0.00 0.14 0.00

PI (OKI) 0.707 0.704 0.693 0.677 0.657 0.633 0.606 0.579 0.552 0.526 0.500 0.476 0.453 0.431 0.411 0.391

Table 2 Summary of optimization with respect to Imaxl rmax' r I R, fl., R tz when a=O°

Imax 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 5 7 10
[max TO 7 5 3 2

R tz 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.866 0.888 0.905 0.913 0.918

rlR 1.033 1.026 1.024 1.007 1.016 0.982 0.500 0.342 0.029 0.151 0.106

fl.[ deg] 21.15 23.40 23.54 25.77 23.54 24.13 0.00· 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PI (OKl) 0.071 0.101 0.141 0.235 0.352 0.693 0.707 0.645 0.599 0.581 0.567
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Contour plot of (JKJ ([ em with respect to a
and y/R for R u=0.8 and f.1==0°

Fig. 6
mU[DogJ

Contour plot of (JKJ ([ em with respect to a

and /1 for R u =O.8 and Y/R=0.9
Fig. 7

_IDog] r/R

to-torque ratio is varied, appropriate scale matrix

should be applied to Eq. (58). Table 2 shows the
summary of results from those optimizations,

where another constraint on Rtz(i.e., Rtz20.2) is
applied to optimization, noting that the radius

to-thickness ratio of the FIT sensors should not

be too small for its implimentation.

When each of six prismatic bars has different

length or shape, or is made of the different
materials while maintaining the unit magnitude of
stiffness along axial direction, the restriction on a

(a=OO) in optimization can not be applied any

more. Figures. 6, 7 and 8 represent 3-D plots of

isotropic indices of [G~] with respect to two
different design variables when the other two
variables are fixed. From these figures, it can be
observed that there are a few local optimum
points with respect to a, more specifically, around

a=O°, -50°, 50°. When the value of a is varied
within - 50° < a < 50°, the value of optimal per-

A1phalOog]

Fig. 8 Contour plot of (JKJ ([ em with respect to a
and Ru for /1=0° and y/R=O.9

formance index is not varying significantly,
compared with the other three design variables.
But it can be noted that effect of a can not be
neglected especially as Ru gets smaller.
Table 3 shows the summary of results of optimiza-

Table 3 Summary of optimization with respect to a, Y / R, /1, R u

ffflfJI£ I 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 5 i' 10
[max 10 7 5 3 2

R u 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.485 0.605 0.905 0.913 0.918

Y/R 1.033 1.024 1.024 1.007 1.016 0.981 0.689 0.468 0.029 0.151 0.106

/1[deg] 21.15 23.40 23.54 25.77 23.54 20.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

a[deg] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.79 52.53 51. 26 0.000 0.000 0.000
-

PI (OKJ) 0.071 0.101 0.141 0.235 0.352 0.693 0.795 0.668 0.599 0.581 0.567
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tion with respect to four design parameters in

cluding G, when different values of desirable
output force-to-torque ratios are used.

6. Conclusion

In this study, optimal design of a F/T sensor
using Stewart Platform structure is discussed.

This F/T sensor replaced the prismatic joints of
Stewart platform by prismatic bars, which are
deformable only along the axial direction. The

complete kinematic analyses for the design of this

kind of F/T sensor are conducted: that is, the
position analysis, the first-order and the second
order kinematic analyses, and force-deformation

analysis based on the first-order kinematic char
acteristics of the system. Lastly, dimensional

syntheses for the F /T sensor are performed based
on the isotropic index of the normalized matrix.
First, optimizations are conducted with respect to

three and four design parameters for the case that

all six prismatic bars have the unit magnitude of
stiffness only along axial direction. Optimizations
are not conducted for the cases that each of

prismatic bars has different stiffness or different
length or that it is made of different materials in

this study, but they can be performed by simply
adjusting the performance index appropriately.

The implementation aspects are not discussed

in this study. Currently, various aspects such as
how to implement frictionless intersection joints
connecting each plate with prismatic bars and
what materials prismatic bars should be made of,
and what shape they have, etc. are being inves

tigated. The results and/or procedure obtained in
this study can be easily employed with minor
modifications at its final design stage.
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